Gardens Where?

Where can gardens grow? They can grow in the country. They can grow in big yards. These are not the only places. Some gardens grow in cities. Some gardens grow in schools. Some gardens grow in small homes. Some gardens grow on rooftops! Tower Garden® can grow in all these places. It is shaped like a tall tube. It does not need a lot of space. It does not need soil. It needs water and light. It needs food. Tower Garden can grow in all kinds of places!

Write yes or no.

1. Do all gardens need lots of space? ______________

2. Can some gardens grow indoors? ______________

3. Underline the sentence that tells what Tower Garden looks like.

4. Write four places you might see Tower Garden.

__________________________________________  __________________________________
__________________________________________  __________________________________
“Gardens Where?”
Answer Key

1. no
2. yes
3. It is shaped like a tall tube.
4. Possible answers include on a rooftop, in a school, in small homes, in cities, in the country, and in big yards.